
Capacity 101 

Legal versus Clinical Determinations.  

Decision-Specific and Task-Specific.

Presumption of Capacity and Equal Recognition under the Law.  

For example, even if a clinician determines a person does not have the ability to make a financial 
decision the person still retains the legal right to make that decision until or unless a judge finds 
the person to lack financial capacity and assigns that legal authority to another person such as a 
conservator.

For example, a person may have difficulty making a complex decision with higher risks and 
consequences such as undergoing surgery yet may be able to make basic decisions such as 
determining who he or she would like to serve as his or her health care agent through a 
health care proxy.

For example, a person should not be presumed or found to lack legal capacity simply on the basis of a 
diagnosis (e.g., serious mental illness or dementia) or status (e.g., female).  

Clinicians may be asked to provide an opinion to another clinician, or for legal procedures such as 
a guardianship hearing, about a person’s abilities to make a specific decision or perform a specific 
task.  Clinical determinations differ from those made in a legal setting in which a judge or other 
legal professional may determine a person’s “legal capacity” which means their legal right to make 
a decision.  Today, the term capacity is used in clinical settings as well as legal settings, but the 
implications of the determinations differ, in that a clinician’s statement about capacity does not 
alter a person’s legal status, while a judicial finding about capacity does.  The clinical opinion, while 
important, does not carry legal weight.  

Historically clinicians used the concept of “is this person competent” to describe a general or global 
quality of an individual, which then was assumed to apply to the person’s abilities to make all 
decisions and do all tasks.  Now, clinicians focus their assessments of capacity by asking “capacity 
for what – where – and when.”  That is, capacity is situation-specific and task-specific.  Evaluations 
should be focused on the specific task or decision within the context it is made.

By law, adults are presumed to have decision-making capacity.  Unfortunately, in the past, 
this presumption was violated when individuals with certain diagnoses or disabilities such as 
developmental disabilities were presumed to lack capacity.  For example, in the past both clinicians 
and judges may have presumed that just because a person has schizophrenia, cerebral palsy, or a 
developmental disability, that he or she lacks the capacity in all arenas such as the right to make 
decisions about marriage, voting, and reproductive health.   
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Capacity is a term used in healthcare to refer to a person’s 
abilities to make a specific decision or perform a specific task.  
Assessment of clinical capacity refers to a professional judgment 
made by a clinician about a person’s decision-making abilities.  
This handout presents foundational information relevant for the 
VA EES Assessment of Decision Making Capacity Handout 
Series.  
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Temporary and Reversible.

Capacity is different from going Against Medical Advice.

Capacity is different from Involuntary Commitment.  

Support and Enhance Capacity.   

For example, a person may have difficulty making a decision after a surgery due to delirium but later 
be able to make that decision after the delirium is no longer present.

For example, a person who removes IV lines and walks off a unit to go home may be frustrated, 
agitated, in pain, or delirious.  These actions should not be equated with lacking capacity, which needs 
to be determined separately.

For example, A person who is involuntarily committed due to an intentional overdose and suicide 
attempt should not be presumed to lack legal capacity.  

For example, providing medical information in large print, in short, easy to understand bulleted 
points, providing a picture, involving a loved one, giving a person time to reflect may all enhance 
understanding of diagnostic and treatment related information.

While a diagnosis and prognosis do not equate to a level of capacity, they are important to consider 
because they may affect capacity temporarily.  Some diagnoses may result in a reversible loss of 
capacity, such as delirium.

Clinicians may be asked to evaluate capacity when a person “goes against medical advice” or 
wishes to be “discharged against medical advice.”  Deciding not to  follow medical advice does not 
necessarily mean a person lacks capacity,   but may simply indicate that the person disagrees with 
the medical advice.  

An individual may be committed to psychiatric treatment because he or she is in imminent danger 
of hurting himself/herself or others.  Legal standards that permit involuntary civil commitment 
should not be confused with capacity.   Commitment laws derive from the state’s policy power – 
to protect society, whereas capacity laws derive from the state’s parent obligations – 
to protect the vulnerable.  

It is critical to start and end by asking: “What can be done to enhance this person’s abilities?”  
Support the Veteran’s decision-making and functioning by: 
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• being aware of and adapting to the Veteran’s health literacy level, 
• considering language and culture, 
• adjusting for sensory deficits, 
• addressing anxiety or other issues that may make understanding or coping hard, and 
• providing access to a wide range of services that may support independent living, 
    driving, financial, and other everyday skills.  



Focus on Function, not on Outcome.  

Discuss Values.

Guardianship only as a Last Resort.  

Acknowledgement and Disclaimer

For example, a person who has many health and personal problems related to drug abuse who 
chooses to continue drug abuse should not be presumed to lack capacity.

For example, a person who has exhibited hoarding behavior, and has a very long history of doing so, 
may value collections and this alone does not mean they lack the capacity to live independently.  

For example, a person who lacks the ability to manage his or her finances may be able to appoint a 
durable power of attorney for finances to direct another person to manage his or her finances going 
forward.  

Sometimes people make decisions that we think are “bad” for them, such as continuing to eat 
sweets when they have diabetes or continuing to abuse drugs when they have drug addiction.  
These decisions may lead to bad outcomes for the person from our perspective, but do not mean 
the person lacks capacity.  Instead of thinking about whether the outcome is “good” or “bad” think 
about if the person has the ability to do the task or decision in question, such as:  

Begin your discussions with an exploration of values.  Why is the decision or task important to the 
person?  What similar decisions have they made in the past?  What makes life meaningful?  
Who do they want to be involved and not involved in the decision?  Also, be aware of your own 
values.  While consistency with values does not equal capacity (e.g., “I want to give this email 
scammer all my money because he is so nice to me”), it can set the stage for understanding a 
person’s reasoning.

Guardianship may be necessary if a person has been abused or exploited and needs protection.  
However, guardianship should be considered only after other options have been exhausted, 
including supports and other avenues for decisional support such as advance directives and 
durable powers of attorney.  Also, guardianship, once in place, should be removed if the person 
regains abilities.

This handout was developed as part of an educational effort sponsored by the VHA Employee Education System and 
the VHA Office of Geriatrics and Extended Care.   This handout is one from the Assessment of Decision Making Capacity 
Handout Series which links to a VA TMS educational activity. Information presented in this handout was based on 
the consensus of the educational planning committee considering research, practice, and general principles at the 
time of its drafting.   The purpose of this document is for education.  The contents should not be construed as policy, 
but rather as an educational resource that may be useful and effective in clinical practice. VA clinicians must follow 
VA laws, regulations and policies, in addition to clinical practices, when treating Veterans and sharing Veteran health 
information. 
Links to free clinical resources may be included in the handout but should not be construed as official endorsement of 
these tools. 
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• Do they understand and appreciate the information, and 
• Can they weigh their decision in light of their own values?   
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Additional Resources at: Additional Resources are available at the VA TMS system. 
                                                       Please search the course catalog by keyword ‘capacity’.
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